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[1] We present a data-driven model, Support Vector Machine (SVM), for long lead time
streamflow forecasting using oceanic-atmospheric oscillations. The SVM is based on
statistical learning theory that uses a hypothesis space of linear functions based on Kernel
approach and has been used to predict a quantity forward in time on the basis of training
from past data. The strength of SVM lies in minimizing the empirical classification
error and maximizing the geometric margin by solving inverse problem. The SVM model
is applied to three gages, i.e., Cisco, Green River, and Lees Ferry in the Upper Colorado
River Basin in the western United States. Annual oceanic-atmospheric indices,
comprising Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), Atlantic
Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO), and El Nino–Southern Oscillations (ENSO) for a period
of 1906–2001 are used to generate annual streamflow volumes with 3 years lead time.
The SVM model is trained with 86 years of data (1906–1991) and tested with 10 years of
data (1992–2001). On the basis of correlation coefficient, root means square error, and
Nash Sutcliffe Efficiency Coefficient the model shows satisfactory results, and the
predictions are in good agreement with measured streamflow volumes. Sensitivity
analysis, performed to evaluate the effect of individual and coupled oscillations, reveals a
strong signal for ENSO and NAO indices as compared to PDO and AMO indices for the
long lead time streamflow forecast. Streamflow predictions from the SVM model are
found to be better when compared with the predictions obtained from feedforward back
propagation artificial neural network model and linear regression.
Citation: Kalra, A., and S. Ahmad (2009), Using oceanic-atmospheric oscillations for long lead time streamflow forecasting, Water
Resour. Res., 45, W03413, doi:10.1029/2008WR006855.
1. Introduction
[2] For decades, streamflow prediction has been regarded
a benchmark problem for hydrologists [Chang and Chen,
2001]. Water resource managers consider streamflow as one
of the most vital surface hydrological variable for predicting
water supply and water hazards such as floods and droughts
[Chang and Chen, 2001; Grantz et al., 2005; Maier and
Dandy, 2000; Zealand et al., 1999; McCabe et al., 2004].
Streamflow prediction becomes relatively more important
for western United States because its consumption of
renewable water supplies (44%) is significantly higher than
rest of the United States (4%) [El-Ashry and Gibbons,
1988].
[3] The climate variability has direct impacts, both so-
cially and economically, on the society [Redmond and
Koch, 1991]. The direct impacts occur through the hydro-
logical cycle, for which climate is the primary driving force,
and cause extreme events such as droughts and floods
[Grantz et al., 2005; Redmond and Koch, 1991; McCabe
and Dettinger, 2002; Dettinger et al., 1998; Hamlet and
Lettenmaier, 1999; Regonda et al., 2005]. Streamflow
prediction becomes even more challenging under the stress
of increased climatic variability [Grantz et al., 2005;
Gutierrez and Dracup, 2001].
[4] The oceanic-atmospheric modes are linked to climate
variability and change, and occur at interdecadal and
century timescales [Regonda et al., 2005]. The oceanic-
atmospheric modes such as Pacific Decadal Oscillation
(PDO), North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), Atlantic Multi-
decadal Oscillation (AMO) and, El Nino–Southern Oscil-
lations (ENSO) Arctic Oscillations (AO), and sea surface
temperature (SST) influence streamflow across the globe
and particularly in the western United States [Rogers and
Coleman, 2003; Tootle and Piechota, 2006; Kahya and
Dracup, 1993; Piechota et al., 1997; Redmond and Koch,
1991; McCabe and Dettinger, 2002;Hamlet and Lettenmaier,
1999; Cayan and Webb, 1992]. On one hand, climate
variability is a challenge in reliably forecasting long-range
streamflow patterns [Kahya and Dracup, 1993] but a
correlation between oceanic-atmospheric oscillations and
streamflow also provides a forecast opportunity. Research-
ers have investigated this correlation. Clark et al. [2001]
showed the influence of ENSO on streamflow patterns over
the United States. Kahya and Dracup [1993] studied the
relationship between ENSO and unimpaired streamflow
over the conterminous U.S. and indicated a strong ENSO
signal in the midlatitudes of the United States. Tootle et al.
[2005] evaluated the streamflow responses to coupled and
individual effects of four oceanic-atmospheric modes, i.e.,
PDO, NAO, AMO, and ENSO over the conterminous
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United States and found a well established ENSO signal
along with PDO, NAO, and AMO influencing the stream-
flow variability. Dettinger et al. [1998] studied multiscale
streamflow responses to ENSO phenomena for regions in
America, Australia, Northern Europe, and parts of Africa
and Asia and indicated that the streamflow changes are
associated with the weakening ENSO signals for these
regions. McCabe et al. [2004] used the rotated principal
component analysis (RPCA) to study the association
between PDO and AMO and the multidecadal drought
frequency for 344 climate divisions in the United States.
The results indicated that the first streamflow component of
RPCA was correlated with PDO and second component
with AMO. Hamlet and Lettenmaier [1999] performed
streamflow forecasting for the Columbia River Basin using
a macroscale hydrologic model and found that the increase
in lead time for streamflow forecasting is achieved by using
PDO and ENSO modes. Piechota et al. [1997] used the
Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Cluster Analysis,
and the Jackknifing Analysis to find that spatial and
temporal modes of streamflow are associated with ENSO
in the western United States. McCabe et al. [2007] studied
the decadal to multidecadal sea surface temperature vari-
ability and its association with the Upper Colorado River
flow using RPCA. The results show a strong correlation of
streamflow with AMO and PDO with first and second
modes of RPCA, respectively.
[5] It is evident that streamflow is dependent on climate
variability occurring because of oceanic-atmospheric
patterns. On the basis of results from different previous
streamflow studies the main modes of oscillations influenc-
ing streamflow patterns across the U.S. comprise PDO,
NAO, AMO, and ENSO [Grantz et al., 2005; Regonda et
al., 2005]. Although there are other large-scale climate
indices such as Snow Water Equivalent, Geometric Poten-
tial, and Palmer Drought Severity Index for obtaining
streamflow predictions but the four teleconnection
patterns discussed above by far remain most popular. These
teleconnection patterns are dominant on large scale and
are important predictors in forecasting streamflow for the
western United States [Dettinger et al., 1998]. Since the
effects of oceanic-atmospheric oscillations have a lag of
several years, models based on these oscillations could be
developed to increase the forecast lead time.
[6] The common techniques used for modeling hydro-
logical time series and generating streamflows have been
based on conceptual models and time series models [Hsu et
al., 1995; Kraijenhoff and Moll, 1986; Yapo et al., 1996;
Rodriguez-Iturbe and Valdes, 1979; Zealand et al., 1999].
Conceptual models are based on mathematically simulating
the process and physical mechanisms that contribute to the
hydrological cycle [Zealand et al., 1999] and require a great
deal of data inputs, which may involve field work and
surveying. At times, it becomes challenging to deal with the
empirical irregularities and periodicities occurring in the
model that are often masked by noise [Zealand et al., 1999].
[7] Time series modeling is a stochastic approach in
which the time series models are fitted to the data for the
purpose of forecasting and generating sequences used in
simulation studies [Gutierrez and Dracup, 2001; Zealand
et al., 1999]. For modeling the water resources time series,
the most commonly used approach in this category is
multivariate autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model
[Raman and Sunilkumar, 1995; Haltiner and Salas, 1988;
Thompstone et al., 1985]. The ARMA-type model uses a
stationary data [Hipel, 1985] and follows a normal distri-
bution for the data [Irvine and Eberhardt, 1992]. The
ARMA-type models are best suited for short-term fore-
casting based on daily or weekly timescales but not for
long-term forecasting which involves seasonal or annual
timescale [Tang et al., 1991]. Although both modeling
techniques can produce the long-term mean and variance
of streamflow, they do a poor job in predicting the long-
term streamflow variability [Dettinger et al., 1998;
Gutierrez and Dracup, 2001].
[8] Stochastic disaggregation models are also used to
simulate streamflow preserving their temporal and spatial
dependencies. These models are based on the nonparametric
approaches and do not rely on assumptions that the data are
drawn from a given probability distribution. Because of
fewer assumptions, their applicability is much wider than
the corresponding parametric methods. In hydrology, the
most widely used nonparametric approaches of streamflow
simulations are based on the traditional kernel nearest
neighbor (K-NN) time series bootstrap technique developed
by Lall and Sharma [1996]. The authors show the synthetic
streamflow series generation from K-NN is better than that
from ARMA models. K-NN technique is more flexible than
the conventional models and is capable of reproducing both
linear and nonlinear dependences [Sharma et al., 1997]. The
K-NN method is preferred where the researchers are un-
comfortable with the prior assumption about the data (e.g.,
linear or nonlinear).
[9] Other statistical methods such as artificial neural
networks (ANNs) are often considered as the prime choice
for modeling hydrologic process. Neural networks are black
box models that learn from a training data set mimicking the
human-learning ability. They are robust to noisy data and
can approximate multivariate nonlinear relations among the
variables. ANNs have been used for a wide range of
different learning-from-data applications and input-output
correlations of nonlinear processes in water resources, and
hydrology [Hsu et al., 1995; Zealand et al., 1999; Chang
and Chen, 2001, Tigsanchali and Gautam, 2000; Imrie et
al., 2000]. A review of ANN applications in hydrology is
available in the report by the ASCE Task Committee
[2000b]. Ahmad and Simonovic [2005] used feedforward
backpercolation ANN for estimation of runoff hydrograph
parameters. Chang and Chen [2001] used ANN model to
predict hourly streamflow and showed the superiority of
ANN models over the ARMAX models.
[10] Disadvantages associated with using neural networks
are that they are ‘‘data hungry,’’ and some training algo-
rithms are susceptible to local minima. Incorrect network
definition, i.e., number of nodes and number of hidden
layers may lead to over fitting of the model, resulting in
poor performances during testing.
[11] Recently, another data-driven model, i.e., Support
Vector Machine (SVM) has gained popularity in many
ANN dominated fields and has attracted the attention of
many researchers [Liong and Sivapragasam, 2002; Asefa et
al., 2006; Yu and Liong, 2007; Khalil et al., 2006; Tripathi
et al., 2006]. SVMs are trained with learning algorithm
derived from optimization theory that uses a hypothesis
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space of linear functions in a higher dimensional feature
space. The learning algorithm is then implemented in a
learning bias derived from a statistical learning theory
[Cristianini and Shaw-Taylor, 2000]. SVMs are considered
as kernel-based learning systems rooted in the statistical
learning theory and structural risk minimization [Haykin,
2003]. SVMs have been successfully applied for pattern
recognition and regression in different fields such as bio-
informatics and artificial intelligence. There are few appli-
cations of SVM in hydrology. Liong and Sivapragasam
[2002] indicated a superior SVM performance over ANN in
forecasting flood stages for the Bangladesh River system.
Asefa et al. [2006] applied SVM to forecast flows at
seasonal and hourly timescale for the Sevier River Basin.
The results indicated a better performance in solving site-
specific, (uses local climatological data and requires less
inputs than physical models) real-time, water resources
problems as compared to the ANN models. Dibike et al.
[2001] applied SVM for rainfall/runoff modeling and clas-
sification of digital remote sensing image data and compared
results with ANN. SVM showed superior performance than
the ANN approach. Gill et al. [2006] applied SVM for
predicting soil moisture for 4 and 7 days in advance using
meteorological variables and compared the results with
ANN model. SVMs soil moisture predictions were a good
match with the actual soil moisture data and SVM model
performed better than ANN model. It is noteworthy that in
all the above mentioned applications, the SVM modeling
results are better than results obtained from ANN models
because of the high generalization characteristic of SVM
models.
[12] In this paper, a data-driven model, Support Vector
Machine (SVM) is presented for predicting streamflow
using four oceanic-atmospheric oscillations, i.e., PDO,
NAO, AMO, and ENSO. Streamflow predictions are made
3 years in advance for three gages in the Upper Colorado
River Basin. Numerous studies have identified Upper Col-
orado River Basin (UCRB) and other regions in the U.S.
showing responses to oceanic-atmospheric oscillations on a
seasonal to annual scale but no study has incorporated these
oscillations in a SVM model and forecasted streamflow
volumes 3 years in advance. The sensitivity of individual and
grouped oscillations in forecasting streamflow is evaluated.
Nonparametric statistical tests including Man Kendall,
Spearman’s Rho, and Rank Sum, and parametric test
including autocorrelation and linear regression are per-
formed to determine the trend/step changes for streamflow
and oscillation modes. These tests help in evaluating the
trends in the data that are based on the statistical properties
such as mean, median, and variance. Moreover, a feedfor-
ward–back propagation ANN model is developed to predict
streamflow volumes 3 years in advance. The streamflow
volumes obtained using SVM are compared with the
volumes obtained using ANN approach. Model perfor-
mance is evaluated using correlation coefficient, root mean
square error and model efficiency.
[13] The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
a theoretical background on SVM. The study region and the
data used are described in sections 3 and 4, respectively. In
section 5, the proposed method to forecast streamflow and
evaluate the significance of single and grouped oceanic-
atmospheric modes for streamflow predictions is presented.
Section 6 summarizes the statistical properties of oscillation
modes and streamflow using nonparametric and parametric
testing. Section 7 includes the results and discussion of
streamflow volumes obtained using SVM for different
models and a comparison with the streamflow volumes
obtained using ANN. Section 8 summarizes and concludes
the paper.
2. SVM Background
[14] A brief description of theoretical basis of SVMs is
provided in this section. A more detailed description on the
subject is available in the paper by Vapnik [1995, 1998].
The idea of learning machines was first proposed by Turing
[1950]. The trainer of learning machine is ignorant of the
processes undergoing inside it, which is considered to be the
most important feature of the machine [Turing, 1950].
Vapnik [1995] discussed the features of learning machines
by Turing [1950] and stated two important factors to control
the generalization ability of the learning machine. The first
factor is the error rate on the training data, and the second
factor is the capacity of the learning machine measured in
terms of Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) dimensions [Vapnik
and Chervonenkis, 1971]. The nonlinearities in the system
being modeled were handled by including kernels which act
as building blocks for SVMs and are based on the require-
ments to satisfy Mercer’s theorem [Vapnik, 1995, 1998;
Cristianini and Shaw-Taylor, 2000]. The requirement of
kernels in optimization algorithm to achieve global opti-
mum differentiates SVM from other learning machines such
as ANNs, that may converge to local optima, and the use of
kernels helps in obtaining different ‘‘machines.’’
[15] The ultimate goal of working with statistical learning
tools is to find a functional dependency, f(x), between
independent variables {x1, x2, . . .. xL}, obtained from R
K.
The (dependent) output {y1, y2, . . ..yL} is obtained from y 2
R selected from a set L of independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) observations. The observations are called
the regularized functionals, as shown in [Vapnik, 1998;



























where f(x) = hw, xi + b, hw, xi denotes the dot product of
w and x, x is the input vector, w is the weights vector norm,
e is Vapnik’s [1995] insensitive loss function, C is capacity
parameter cost, and b is bias. The first term in the mini-
mizing equation refers to minimizing the VC dimension of
the learning machine, and the second term controls the
empirical risk. The trade off between the flatness of f and
the amount up to which deviations larger than e tolerated are
determined by C > 0. This corresponds to Vapnik’s [1995]
‘‘e-insensitive’’ loss function (shown in Figure 1) and
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measures the agreement between estimated and actual
measurements. An increase in C penalizes large errors and
consequently leads to a decrease in approximation error.
This is achieved by increasing the weight vector norm, kwk,
which does not necessarily guarantee a good generalization
performance of the model. Also in equation (1), xi and xi*
are called the slack variables that determine the degree to
which sample points are penalized if the error is larger than
e. Hence, for any (absolute) error smaller than e, xi = xi* =
0, no data points are required for the objective function.
This implies that not all the variables are used to estimate
f(x). The functional dependency f(x) is written as:
f xð Þ ¼
XK
j¼1
wjxj þ b ð2Þ
where, hw, xi denotes the dot product of w and x, K is the
number of support vectors, and ‘‘b’’ is the bias.
[16] Another technique of solving the optimization prob-
lem subject to constraints in loss function is using the dual
formulation. In dual formulation, Lagrange multipliers a*
and a are introduced, and the minimization equation is
solved by differentiating with respect to the primary varia-





























¼ 0; 0  ai;a*i  C;
ð3Þ
where i = 1, . . .., L is the sample size and the approximating
function is





k x; xið Þ þ b ð4Þ
In equations (3) and (4), a*, a are Lagrange multipliers; and
k(x, xi) is the kernel function that measures nonlinear
dependence between two input variables. The xis are
‘‘support vectors,’’ and N (usually N  L) is the number
of selected data points or support vectors corresponding to
values of the independent variable that are at least e away
from actual observations. The training pattern in the dual
can be used to estimate the dot product of two vectors of
any dimensions and is regarded as the advantage of the dual
formulation [Smola et al., 1998]. This advantage in SVM is
used to deal with nonlinear function approximations. There-
fore, the steps involved in SVM modeling are (1) selecting
a suitable kernel function and kernel parameter (kernel
width g), (2) specifying the ‘‘e’’ insensitive parameter, and
(3) specifying the capacity parameter cost, ‘‘C’’.
[17] The working mechanism of SVM is shown in
Figure 2. The input vector is transformed into the feature
space using a function, Y. The transformation function is not
Figure 1. Prespecified accuracy and slack variable x in SVM model.
Figure 2. Flow diagram for SVM model.
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computed explicitly but the dot products that correspond to
evaluating kernel functions k at locations k (xi, x) are
calculated. These dot products are then summed using
weights (that are actually nonzero Lagrange multipliers)
and added to the bias b that gives the final prediction.
[18] The above concept is illustrated using the example of
a simple ‘‘sinc’’ function [sinc(x) = (sinx)/x for x = [0 1].
This function is approximated using the SVMs with a radial
basis kernel. Figure 3 shows the resulting approximations
using Vapnik’s [1995] e-insensitive loss function (e = 0.01
(Figure 3a) and e = 0.1 (Figure 3b)). Figure 3 shows that
few points are needed to capture the behavior of sinc
function. The solid line represents the true values, and the
dotted lines are the predictions with triangles being the
support vectors. The changes in Vapnik’s [1995] e-insensi-
tive loss function result in the change in location and
number of support vectors. Increase in Vapnik’s [1995]
e-insensitive loss function gives lesser number of support
vectors (23 to 7) and results in a slight misfit between the
true and predicted values. This demonstrates the ability of
SVM to trade between accuracy of approximation and
complexity of the approximation given in the objective
function (equation (1)).
3. Study Region: Upper Colorado River Basin
(UCRB)
[19] The Colorado River is a major source of water
supply to the southwestern United States. The water from
the Colorado River is allocated to seven states (California,
Nevada, Utah, Arizona, Colorado, Wyoming, New Mexico)
within the Colorado River basin on the basis of the ‘‘Law of
River’’ [Piechota et al., 2004]. Because of growing popu-
lation and agricultural activity, certain states such as
California depend on water surpluses from the Colorado
River. The Colorado River basin is composed of upper and
lower basin. The Upper Colorado River Basin generates
90% of the Colorado River flow from spring-summer runoff
due to snowmelt (Figure 4). The UCRB is defined as the
part of basin upstream from the gage at Lees Ferry and just
downstream of Glen Canyon Dam in Northern Arizona. It
serves Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, and New Mexico. It
encompasses a total area of 286,000 km2 and comprises
mountains, agricultural, and low-density developments. The
streamflow in the UCRB is allocated and regulated on the
assumption of negligible changes in the mean and higher
moment’s statistical distribution of annual and decadal
inflow to Lake Powell and Lake Mead. This is because
Lake Powell and Lake Mead represent 85% of the storage
capacity of the entire Colorado River Basin. The lower
basin is downstream of Lees Ferry and serves California,
Nevada, and Arizona. The supply to lower basin is gov-
erned by the water released from the upper basin.
[20] Although the water allocations in the UCRB are
governed by the Law of River, it still becomes critical every
year to forecast streamflow that would be available for the
entire basin [Piechota et al., 2004]. This is due to the fact
that water supply estimates for the UCRB are released
monthly by the collaborative effort of National Weather
Service (NWS), Natural Resources Conservation Service,
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, U.S. Geological Survey, local
water district managers, and the Colorado River Basin
Forecast Center [Tootle and Piechota, 2006]. Moreover,
water managers face challenges in forecasting streamflow
because of the availability of small lead time [Tootle and
Piechota, 2006; McCabe et al., 2007]. The ability to
Figure 3. Examples of SVM for sinc function for Vapnik’s [1995] e-insensitive loss function (a) e =
0.01 and (b) e = 0.1.
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provide long lead time (2–3 years in advance) forecasting
of streamflow volumes for the UCRB could be useful for
water managers in managing water resources system which
includes the reservoir releases, allocation of water contracts,
etc. [Tootle and Piechota, 2006]. The focus of this study is
on using Pacific and Atlantic Ocean modes, i.e., PDO,
NAO, AMO, and ENSO as predictor, in a data-driven
model, to forecast streamflow 3 years in advance for the
selected gages in UCRB.
4. Data
[21] The data sets used to forecast long lead time stream-
flow are the oceanic-atmospheric modes of Pacific and
Atlantic Ocean and the naturalized streamflow data for
UCRB. Both the data sets are described in the ensuing
sections.
4.1. Streamflow Data
[22] Three streamflow gages in the UCRB, shown in
Figure 4, are used in this study. These gauges are Colorado
River near Cisco, Utah (site 1); Green River at Green River,
Utah (site 2); and Colorado River at Lees Ferry, Arizona
(site 3). Annual naturalized streamflows volumes (acre-feet)
at these locations are available for the 96-year period
spanning 1909–2004. These flow volumes have been
computed by removing anthropogenic impacts (i.e., reser-
voir regulation, consumptive water use, etc.) from the
recorded historic flows. The natural flow data and additional
reports describing these data are available at http://
www.usbr.gov/lc/region/g4000/NaturalFlow/index.html.
Two out of the three selected gages, i.e., Cisco and Green
are unimpaired (free from anthropogenic effects) and ar-
chived in the Hydro-Climatic Data Network (HCDN) [Slack
et al., 1992]. The third gage, i.e., Lees Ferry is not a part of
HCDN and flows at this gage are back calculated account-
ing for reservoir regulation, consumption and other diver-
sions. However, these back calculated flows do not account
for land use changes and are provisional, i.e., subjected to
change. Lees Ferry is used in the analysis because of its
location; it divides the Colorado River Basin in upper and
lower basins.
4.2. Oceanic-Atmospheric Data
(PDO, NAO, AMO, and ENSO)
[23] Monthly oceanic-atmospheric modes are available
for PDO, NAO, AMO, and ENSO. The PDO is an index
of decadal-scale sea surface temperature (SST) variability in
Figure 4. Map showing location of study area and streamflow gaging stations.
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the North Pacific Ocean [McCabe and Dettinger, 2002] and
has been linked to hydro-climatic variability in the western
United States [McCabe and Dettinger, 2002; Gershunov
and Barnett, 1998]. Monthly PDO index values are avail-
able from the Joint Institute Study of the Atmosphere and
Ocean, University of Washington (http://jisao.washington.
edu/pdo). Several studies have indicated two full phases of
PDO in the past century [Tootle et al., 2005] with a
periodicity of 25–50 years [Mantua and Hare, 2002].
[24] The NAO index is the winter climate variability
mode in North Atlantic Ocean and is defined as the
difference in normalized mean winter (December to March)
sea level pressure (SLP) anomalies between the island of
Iceland and Portugal [Hurrell, 1995]. NAO also has cool
(negative index) and warm (positive index) regimes. The
NAO index shows annual variability but has the tendency to
remain in single phase for intervals lasting several years
[Hurrell, 1995; Hurrell and Van Loon, 1995]. Monthly
NAO values are obtained from the National Center for
atmospheric Research (NCAR) (http://www.cgd.ucar.edu/
cas/jhurrell/indices.html). NAO has exhibited interannual
variability and long-term persistence in particular phases.
Hurrell and Van Loon [1995] defined the NAO cool phase
from 1952–1972 and again 1977–1980 and warm phases
from 1950–1951, 1973–1976, and 1981–present.
[25] The continuing sequences of long-duration changes
in the sea surface temperature of the North Atlantic Ocean
are termed as AMO [Enfield et al., 2001]. AMO indices
have been identified as important modes of influencing
decadal to multidecadal (D2M) climate variability in the
western United States [Enfield et al., 2001; Gray et al.,
2003; Rogers and Coleman, 2003; McCabe et al., 2007].
Monthly AMO index values comprising cold (negative
index) and warm phases (positive index) are obtained from
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) Climate Diagnostics Center http://www.cdc.noaa.
gov/ClimateIndices/List/. The cool and warm phases of
AMO can last from 20 to 40 years at a time [Enfield et
al., 2001; Gray et al., 2003]. Recent studies have indicated
that from the mid 1990s, AMO has returned to warm phase
[Enfield et al., 2001; Gray et al., 2003; McCabe et al.,
2007]. Studies have indicated that warm phases of AMO
have led to severe and prolonged droughts in the Midwest
and Southwest United States.
[26] The natural coupled cycle in the ocean-atmospheric
system over the tropical Pacific is defined as ENSO. ENSO
Figure 5. Fluctuations of input oscillation modes during 1906–2001.
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operates on a timescale of 2–7 years. Warm (El Nino,
positive index) and cool phases (La Nina, negative index) of
ENSO have been associated with regional and global
climate variability and streamflow variability in the western
United States [Piechota et al., 1997; Tootle et al., 2005;
Regonda et al., 2005]. Warm ENSO phases in the eastern
coastal tropical Pacific have been used for forecasting
streamflows for Columbia [Gutierrez and Dracup, 2001]
and have been linked with decrease in fish population due to
decreased nutrients [Ahrens, 1994]. Currently, there is no
single data set universally accepted for measurements of
ENSO [Beebee and Manga, 2004]. Commonly used ENSO
indices include regional SST indices (e.g., Nino-1+2, Nino-
3, Nino-4, Nino-3.4 and Japan Meteorological Agency
(JMA)) and surface-atmospheric pressure–based Southern
Oscillation Index (SOI). The SOI is the difference between
the deseasonalized, normalized SLP anomalies over the
Tahiti and Darwin used by the Australian Bureau of
Meteorology [Ropelewski and Jones, 1987]. SOI measures
the tendency for easterly winds to blow along the Equatorial
Pacific. Positive values of SOI indicate strong easterly
winds in the tropics and the tropical Pacific and vice versa
in case of negative SOI values. Initially, SOI data was
available since 1950, but has been extended and now
available since 1882 from the Climate Prediction Center
(CPC). For this study, monthly SOI values are obtained
from NOAA-CDC (http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/ENSO/). An-
nual averages of all indices are computed to obtain the time
series from 1906–2001. Figure 5 shows the time series plot
for the average annualized oscillation modes. It can be
noted that that NAO and ENSO fluctuate every few years,
whereas PDO and AMO fluctuate on decadal timescales.
5. Methods
[27] The annual averaged indices of PDO, NAO, AMO,
and ENSO for time step ‘‘t’’ are used to predict annualized
streamflow volumes for ‘‘t+3’’ (where t is in years) for the
three gages in the Upper Colorado River Basin. Four
models are developed to predict streamflow volumes. In
model I (base case) all the four oceanic modes are used and
that resulted in one model run. The input-output structure of
SVM model is shown in Figure 6. The variable ‘‘X’’
indicates the inputs, which are annualized average PDO,
NAO, AMO, and ENSO indices. The variable ‘‘Y’’ depicts
the output, which is the annualized streamflow volume
predictions for t + 3. The hidden layer takes into account
the selection of kernels which is an important component of
SVM and satisfies the Mercers Theorem as explained in
section 2. In model II, each oscillation mode is dropped one
at a time and remaining three modes are used to predict
streamflow. This resulted in four different model runs. In
model III, oscillation modes are dropped in pairs and then
streamflow predictions were obtained using the remaining
two modes. This resulted in six different model runs. In
model IV, only one oscillation mode is used (dropping three
oscillation modes) to predict streamflow. This resulted in
four different model runs. The models II–IV are designed to
evaluate the relative significance of oceanic-atmospheric
oscillations, individually and in different combination, in
predicting streamflow.
[28] The SVM model comprises training and testing
phases. The data set is divided in two parts; one is used
in training (86 years, i.e., 1906–1991) the model and other
for testing (10 years, i.e., 1992–2001) the predictions. The
training stage aims at finding the optimal estimates of cost,
C, insensitivity values, e, and the kernel width, g, to achieve
the best generalization. Each streamflow gage is considered
independent and separate SVM models are developed for
each gage. The matrix in training phase is
Input Output
A mnð Þ  !B m1ð Þ
where ‘‘A’’ is of size ‘‘m  n,’’ ‘‘m’’ is the number of years
(86) and ‘‘n’’ is the total input variables which the model
takes into account and equals 4 for model I, 3 for model II,
2 for model III, and 1 for model IV. The output matrix B has
a size of ‘‘m  1’’ where m is the number of years (86) and
the only output variable is streamflow volume. Thematrix was
replicated for all the selected gages. The SVM software
package included in the ‘‘R’’ software is used in this study
(http://www.r-project.org/). The statistical testing criteria used
for evaluating the effectiveness of the SVM model during the
testing phase are correlations coefficient (R), root means




yi  xið Þ2
Xn
i¼1
xi  xið Þ2
where, yi are the predicted streamflow volumes during the
testing phase, xi are the observed values, x is the mean of
observed values and n is the number of years in testing phase,
i.e., 10.
[29] Radial basis kernel is used in SVM model. Scho¨lkopf
et al. [1997] concluded that Radial Basis Function (RBF)
Figure 6. Flow diagram of SVM model structure (Model I).
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kernel performs better when compared with other kernels
such as linear, polynomial, sigmoid or spline. Dibike et al.
[2001] showed the superior efficiency of RBF kernels as
compared to other kernels in SVM modeling applications.
Additionally, various other studies have indicated the favor-
able performances by using RBF kernels in hydrological
forecasting problems [Asefa et al., 2006; Yu and Liong, 2007;
Khalil et al., 2006; Gill et al., 2006]. When RBF kernel is
used, the Support Vectors algorithm automatically deter-
mines centers, weights and threshold that minimize an upper
bound on the expected test error [Scho¨lkopf et al., 1997].
Khalil et al. [2006] inferred that the centralized feature of the
RBF enables it to model regression process effectively.
[30] In order to assess the relative performance of SVM
model, we develop a feedforward–back propagation type
ANN model. The feedforward–back propagation is adapted
because of its applicability in variety of different problems
[Hsu et al., 1995]. The structure of ANN model comprises
one input layer, one hidden layer with three nodes, and one
output layer with one node. The input layer is the first layer
consisting of processing elements (PEs) referred to as nodes
that connect the input variables. The input layer passes the
input variables onto the subsequent layers of the network.
The last layer is the output layer which connects to the output
variable(s). The layer between the input and the output layer
is called the hidden layer. The main function of the hidden
layer is to enhance the networks ability to model complex
functions. Details on the theoretical aspects of ANN are
available in the paper by ASCE Task Committee [2000a].
Four ANNmodels are developed using the same training and
testing data set used for SVM models. The comparison of
SVM and ANN model predictions are made using the
statistical performance measures of R, RMSE, and E.
[31] Nonparametric Man Kendall and Spearman’s Rho
tests are performed to detect the trends in streamflow.
Trends in streamflow [Groisman et al., 2001; Kalra et al.,
2008] are important as they help the water managers in
responding to changes in water supply. The Rank Sum test
is used to identify the step changes in the data. It is
important to clearly differentiate between a gradual trend
and a step change for climate change studies because the
pattern of the trend change can be linear and continuous,
whereas step changes are nonlinear, occur abruptly, and may
reoccur in the future [McCabe and Wolock, 2002; Mantua
and Hare, 2002]. For analyzing step changes, 1977 was used
as the year showing the step change. The ‘‘climate regime’’
shift occurring during the winter of 1977 has been docu-
mented by previous researchers [Holbrook et al., 1997;
Mantua and Hare, 2002]. Pearson correlation coefficient
between oscillations modes and streamflow gages is calcu-
Figure 7. Scatterplots depicting correlation between oscillation modes and streamflow gages.
Table 1a. Statistical Testing of Oscillation Modes p  0.05
Confidence Levels
Gages
Pearson Correlation Coefficient Oscillation Modes
PDO NAO AMO ENSO
Cisco 0.25 0.5 0.18 0.14
Green River 0.4 0.3 0.29 0.16
Lees Ferry 0.12 0.32 0.23 0.16
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lated to evaluate the randomness (persistence over time) and
correlation among the climate indices and streamflow gages.
[32] The test results are evaluated at significance level of
p  0.05. The tests are performed using Trend software
(www.toolkit.net.au/trend) which is designed to facilitate
statistical testing for trend, change and randomness in
hydrological and other time series data.
6. Statistical Properties of Oscillation Modes
and Streamflow
[33] Figure 7 shows the scatterplot for oscillations and
streamflow and least square regression line at three gages.
The nonparametric correlations coefficients for streamflow
and parametric correlation coefficients for oscillation modes
are shown in Tables 1a and 1b. It can be noted that NAO has
the highest correlation for Cisco and Lees Ferry, whereas
PDO has the highest correlation for Green River gage.
ENSO shows the weakest correlation for Cisco and Green
River gage. The streamflow has a decreasing trend as
depicted by the negative Mann Kendall and Spearman
Rho coefficient and it is noteworthy that the changes are
due to trend and not due to any abrupt step change as the
rank sum test shows no significance in the median values
for the selected gages. The nonparametric correlation coef-
ficients are significant at p  0.05. Figure 8 shows 2-year,
5-year, and 10-year moving averages for the streamflow at
the three gages. It can be noticed that there is a decrease in
streamflow volumes for the gages in the UCRB and the
decreases are more significant around the year 2000, which
coincides with the worst drought in the past 80 years for
portions of the Upper Colorado River Basin (UCRB)
[Piechota et al., 2004].
7. Results and Discussion
[34] The results are discussed in two ensuing sections.
Section 7.1 describes the SVM parameters estimation and
modeling results for three gages during the training and
testing phases. Section 7.2 presents the ANN modeling
results during testing phase and the comparison with the
results obtained from SVM models (Table 2).
7.1. SVM Models
[35] The SVM modeling is performed in two stages:
(1) training (1906–1991) and (2) testing (1992–2001).
The training stage aims at finding the optimal cost, C,












Figure 8. Streamflow variability for the selected gages. Averages using 2-year, 5-year, and 10-year
moving windows are shown to depict the trend/step change in the data from 1909 to 2004. Bars represent
the averaged annualized natural flows for the selected gages.
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insensitivity value, e, and radial basis kernel width, g, to
achieve the best generalization. During the testing stage, the
ability of the trained SVM to predict final values is
evaluated. SVM parameters can be estimated using three
procedures: (1) on the basis of a priori knowledge and user
expertise, (2) using a thorough grid search approach, and
(3) using an analytical estimation based on the statistical
properties of the training data set. In this study, we opted for
using the grid-based search approach. The optimal hyper-
parameters for the SVM are estimated by searching within
the feasible parameter space. The feasible parameter space
for each hyperparameter is constructed using the minimum
(0) and maximum (100) possible values with 0.1 intervals
that are given a priori. This is the most widely used
approach and has been well documented [Cherkassky and
Ma, 2004; Gill et al., 2006; Tokar and Markus, 2000; Asefa
et al., 2006; Tripathi et al., 2006].
[36] In Model I, all four oscillation modes are used for
streamflow prediction. This results in one model run for
each gage. Figure 9 shows the correlation between mea-
sured and predicted streamflows during training (Figure 9a)
and testing phase (Figure 9b). On the basis of correlation
criterion, the best model predictions are obtained for the
Cisco gage with correlation of 0.84 and 0.87 during training
and testing phases, respectively. The second best model
predictions are for Lees Ferry gage with correlation of 0.72
and 0.81 during training and testing phases, respectively.
For Green River gage the correlation coefficient is 0.63 and
0.72 during training and testing phases, respectively. Similar
results are observed on the basis of the performance criteria
of model efficiency, where model performance during
testing for Lees Ferry (0.47) and Cisco (0.45) gages is
better compared to Green river (0.29) gage (Table 2). On the
basis of the performance measures, model I has acceptable
predictions but it lacks in capturing the extreme (wet/dry)
years in the data. This is evidenced by the predictions lying
around the bisector line. Overall, satisfactory streamflow
predictions are obtained for model I at t+3 for the three
gages with variations in performance measures.
[37] In Model II, oscillations are dropped individually
and the remaining three oscillation modes are used to
predict streamflow volumes. This results in four model runs
for each gage. Results for Model II during the testing phase
for the selected gages are shown in Figure 10. The results
show significant improvement in all three performance
measures and for all three gages compared with results
from model I when PDO is dropped (Figures 10a, 10b, and
10c). When AMO is dropped there is marginal improve-
ment in some performance measures. For example, for the
gage at Green (Figure 10b) correlation slightly reduces
compared to Model I but RMSE and E show some im-
provement (Table 2). When either NAO or ENSO are
dropped there is noticeable deterioration in all three perfor-
mance measures for all gages (Figures 10a, 10b, and 10c).
[38] In model III, oscillations are dropped in pairs and the
remaining two oscillation modes are used to predict stream-
flow volumes. This results in six model runs for each gage.
It is observed that best performance measures were obtained
by dropping PDO and AMO simultaneously for all the
gages (Table 2). An increase in correlation coefficient is
observed for all 3 gages compared to Model I. RMSE and E
also show improvement pointing to better predictions com-
pared to model I when PDO and AMO are dropped
together, compared to the other input combinations for all
the gages. Considering all three model performance criteria
the worst predictions are obtained when NAO and ENSO
are dropped simultaneously.
[39] In model IV, individual oscillation modes are used to
predict streamflow volumes. This results in four model runs
for each gage (Figures 11a, 11b, and 11c). On the basis of
the performance measures (Table 2) relatively better pre-
dictions are obtained using NAO and ENSO as inputs
compared to using PDO and AMO.




RMSEb R E RMSEb R E
Cisco
I 0 1592.86 0.87 0.45 1767.95 0.53 0.29
II 1 1488.38 0.91 0.67 1742.52 0.61 0.34
II 2 1713.68 0.77 0.36 1842.49 0.53 0.26
II 3 1453.89 0.88 0.44 1860.37 0.58 0.31
II 4 1652.48 0.79 0.41 1891.68 0.51 0.22
III 1,2 1729.72 0.76 0.35 1951.38 0.72 0.17
III 1,3 1452.38 0.88 0.54 1874.80 0.80 0.41
III 1,4 1622.62 0.82 0.43 1911.68 0.59 0.20
III 2,3 1708.84 0.73 0.36 2253.76 0.57 0.11
III 2,4 1823.50 0.68 0.28 2059.54 0.56 0.18
III 3,4 1825.87 0.79 0.27 2081.49 0.54 0.16
IV 2,3,4 1906.03 0.70 0.19 2159.50 0.60 0.10
IV 1,3,4 1806.05 0.76 0.26 2043.63 0.69 0.17
IV 1,2,4 1958.91 0.69 0.16 2198.12 0.58 0.09
IV 1,2,3 1671.31 0.75 0.40 2089.67 0.63 0.14
Green
I 0 1536.87 0.72 0.29 1939.50 0.35 0.18
II 1 1339.96 0.81 0.46 1596.54 0.76 0.24
II 2 1543.64 0.66 0.29 1890.81 0.13 0.11
II 3 1471.47 0.70 0.35 1469.76 0.68 0.36
II 4 1603.97 0.61 0.23 2658.30 0.62 0.14
III 1,2 1541.00 0.60 0.29 1757.52 0.62 0.17
III 1,3 1341.67 0.74 0.46 1502.87 0.62 0.33
III 1,4 1459.72 0.72 0.36 1875.96 0.45 0.15
III 2,3 1556.68 0.70 0.28 1728.25 0.53 0.13
III 2,4 1624.75 0.67 0.21 1831.99 0.45 0.11
III 3,4 1579.26 0.56 0.25 1853.94 0.43 0.21
IV 2,3,4 1642.33 0.61 0.18 1845.32 0.51 0.10
IV 1,3,4 1573.51 0.69 0.26 1837.80 0.60 0.15
IV 1,2,4 1635.08 0.55 0.20 1813.30 0.48 0.11
IV 1,2,3 1558.29 0.63 0.27 1758.34 0.57 0.13
Lees Ferry
I 0 3429.31 0.81 0.47 4625.47 0.56 0.20
II 1 3260.54 0.84 0.53 3666.08 0.65 0.28
II 2 3969.84 0.77 0.29 4706.68 0.43 0.18
II 3 3488.44 0.81 0.45 3514.60 0.67 0.24
II 4 3546.25 0.79 0.35 4353.29 0.50 0.16
III 1,2 4015.45 0.69 0.27 4291.79 0.56 0.23
III 1,3 3229.31 0.86 0.55 4156.78 0.78 0.30
III 1,4 3637.63 0.76 0.40 4378.65 0.50 0.14
III 2,3 3876.21 0.79 0.32 4256.65 0.53 0.23
III 2,4 4040.62 0.67 0.26 4582.94 0.51 0.17
III 3,4 3905.82 0.74 0.31 4777.17 0.52 0.18
IV 2,3,4 4028.09 0.62 0.16 4796.22 0.33 0.15
IV 1,3,4 3452.71 0.79 0.31 4440.66 0.54 0.22
IV 1,2,4 3902.29 0.66 0.18 4898.89 0.30 0.12
IV 1,2,3 3604.23 0.69 0.27 4600.55 0.45 0.20
aDrop 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 refer to None, PDO, NAO, AMO, and ENSO,
respectively.
bIn 1000 ac ft (1 ac ft = 1234 m3).
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[40] The results from model II–IV point that NAO and
ENSO individually and in combination have relatively
stronger signal than PDO and AMO in 3-year lead stream-
flow predictions for the Upper Colorado River Basin.
Although ENSO has the weakest correlation with the
streamflow (Tables 1a and 1b) whereas NAO has the
strongest correlation but both indices in combination pro-
vide the best predictions. The results indicate that the
oscillations (NAO, ENSO) with short cycle periodicity
(2–7 years) are more useful in long lead time streamflow
predictions as compared to the oscillations (PDO and
AMO), which have long cycle periodicity (25–40 years).
[41] To test the model performance for different lead time
streamflow predictions in the UCRB, R, RMSE, and E were
calculated for SVM and ANN models using all four
oscillation indices and lead times ranging from 1 to 5 years.
The correlations between measured and predicted stream-
flow values during testing using the SVM model are shown
in Figure 12a (ANN model results not shown). It is noticed
that using all four oscillation indices, correlation coefficient
between predicted and measured volumes increases up to
3 years and then deteriorates. This was counterintuitive as
one would expect a decrease in forecast accuracy with
increase in forecast lead time. A rigorous analysis was
performed to understand this anomaly; lag 1, lag 2, and
lag 3 SVM model streamflow predictions were made using
all possible combinations of oscillation indices, i.e., models
I–IV at all gages. The best predictions obtained for lag1,
lag2, and lag3 for Lees Ferry are shown in Figures 12b, 12c,
and 12d. An interesting finding was that the best predictions
for each lead time were result of a different combination of
input indices. For example, the best predictions for lag 1
(Figure 12b) are obtained using all four indices. The best
predictions for lag 2 (Figure 12c) are obtained using
combination of PDO, NAO and AMO, and the best pre-
dictions for lag 3 (Figure 12d) are obtained using combi-
nation of NAO and ENSO. Performance measures for Lees
Ferry show that lag2 predictions are better than lag 1 and
lag 3 predictions when best possible input combination is
used for each lag time, compared to using the same inputs
for all lag times. This analysis shows that various combi-
nations of oscillation indices can be used to enhance
predictions for different lead times. Moreover, NAO comes
across as an important predictor for the UCRB streamflow
and can be used to extend lead time up to 3 years, which is
the primary intent of the current research. Same analysis
was performed for other gages (results not provided) and
resulted in similar findings as reported for Lees Ferry gage.
[42] To evaluate the influence of size of training data set
we ran three modeling experiments at all gages with 86, 80
and 76 years of data for training, respectively. Correlation
coefficient, RMSE and E were calculated to measure model
Figure 9. SVM-predicted streamflow volumes at t + 3 for model I for (a) training phase and (b) testing
phase at the three selected gages. Dashed line is the 45 bisector, and solid line is true regression line
between the measured and predicted streamflow volumes.
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performance. Figure 12e shows that decreasing the training
sample size from 86 years to 80 years and further to 76 years
reduces the correlation coefficient between measured and
predicted streamflow volumes for the testing phase signif-
icantly. Similar trend was observed in other performance
measures and at all three gages. For example, R for the
Lees Ferry gage with 86, 80 and 76 years of training data
is 0.81, 0.58, and 0.51, respectively. E for the Lees Ferry
gage with 86, 80 and 76 years of training data is 0.47,
0.30, and 0.18 respectively. RMSE for the Lees Ferry gage
with 86, 80 and 76 years of training data is, 3429, 4192,
and 4317, respectively. This analysis led to the basis of
dividing the data set only in two parts, i.e., training
(86 years) and testing (10 years) for all the SVM models.
Dividing the data in only two sets, i.e., training and testing
is a widely used practice in the SVM modeling and has
been adopted in several other studies.
[43] The robustness of the SVM model is verified by
cross validation. This is done by dividing the data set into
nine 10-year subperiods. The first subperiod, i.e., 1912–
1921 is dropped and the remaining 86 years are used for
training the SVM model with NAO and ENSO indices and
then tested on the dropped subperiod. The process is
repeated for other eight subperiods and performance meas-
ures are calculated for individual periods and for the pooled
values from all subperiods. Figure 13 shows performance
measures for pooled values at three gages. Comparison of
performance based on R, RMSE, and E, between SVM
model III best prediction (using NAO and ENSO) and
pooled results shows that the performance deteriorates for
pooled predictions. For example, at Cisco gage R decreases
from 0.88 to 0.71, RMSE increases from 1452.38 to 1763.3,
and E decreases from 0.54 to 0.38 for pooled predictions.
Examination of model performance for different testing
subperiods shows that model performed reasonably well
for most subperiods, the only exception was the period
1972–1981 when performance was poor (subperiod results
are not shown). Although, the model performance for
pooled predictions at all three gages is lower than the
performance for 1992–2001 testing period from the SVM
model III (Table 2) but is within the acceptable range. The
scatterplots for the pooled values show that the model is
able to provide satisfactory results as the predictions are
close to the bisector line.
[44] A linear regression model is also developed using
NAO and ENSO oscillations modes for 86 years. This
model is used to predict streamflow for the testing period
for all gages. All three performance measures for linear
Figure 10. SVM-predicted streamflow volumes at t + 3 for model II at (a) Cisco, (b) Green, and
(c) Lees Ferry gage. Dashed line is the 45 bisector, and solid line is true regression line between the
measured and predicted streamflow volumes.
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regression model were weaker than the ones obtained from
SVM model III. The R, RMSE and E for Lees Ferry using
linear regression model are 0.52, 3876.24, and 0.20, respec-
tively compared to SVM model performance of 0.86,
3229.31, and 0.55. Similar results are obtained for other
gages. Linear regression model is not able to capture the
association between streamflow and oscillations modes as
well as the SVM model does.
7.2. Comparison With ANN Models
[45] The results obtained from the SVM models are
compared with the traditional machine learning tool used
in hydrology known as artificial neural networks (ANNs).
ANN model is developed for streamflow predictions at t+3
time step for the four models discussed earlier. A feedfor-
ward–back propagation method with Sigmoid Activation is
used in ANN to predict streamflow volumes. NueNet Pro
software is used to develop the ANN model (http://
www.cormactech.com/neunet/).
[46] Figure 14 shows the correlation coefficient between
the training and testing phases for gages using all four
inputs. During the training phase (Figure 14a), the predic-
tions lie far from the bisector resulting in poor predictions in
the testing phase (Figure 14b), also evident by performance
measures shown in Table 2. Similar results of lower-
performance measures are noticed for the other models
using ANN approach (Table 2). Comparison of results
shows superior performance of SVM model over the
ANN model at all three gages. The superiority of SVM
over the ANN modeling approach has been well established
by Dibike et al. [2001], Asefa et al. [2006], Gill et al.
[2006], and Liong and Sivapragasam [2002] in various
fields of hydrology. Although SVM model predictions are
better compared to ANN model, both modeling approaches
reveal stronger signals for NAO and ENSO as compared to
PDO and AMO in the Upper Colorado River Basin.
8. Conclusions
[47] The application presented in this paper uses the
annual averaged oceanic-atmospheric indices to predict
annual streamflow volumes 3 years (t+3) in future for three
gages in the Upper Colorado River Basin. Streamflow is
used as the hydrological response variable, because stream-
flow is regarded as the most vital component of the
hydrological cycle. We consider hydrologic variability at
the regional scale to obtain better streamflow forecast
instead of using the entire continental United States.
Figure 11. SVM-predicted streamflow volumes at t + 3 for model IV at (a) Cisco, (b) Green, and
(c) Lees Ferry gage. Dashed line is the 45 bisector, and solid line is true regression line between the
measured and predicted streamflow volumes.
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[48] Streamflow volume predictions by model I at the
selected gages, as indicated by the performance measures
(Table 2), are satisfactory. The predictions improve for
model II and model III when PDO and AMO are dropped
individually and in pairs for the selected gages (Table 2). An
increase in R and E, and decrease in RMSE is noted for
model II and model III after dropping PDO and AMO.
Figure 10 shows that predictions obtained by dropping PDO
and AMO separately are saturated along the 45 line as
compared to predictions obtained by dropping NAO and
ENSO which are scattered. Model IV used single input and
identified that better predictions are obtained using NAO
and ENSO compared to PDO and AMO for 3 years lead
time which is evident by the three performance measures.
The agreement between the results from models II, III, and
IV shows that NAO and ENSO have relatively stronger
Figure 12. (a) Correlation coefficient for test years at three gages for different lead times using (b, c, d)
all indices model performance at Lees Ferry using best input combination for 1-, 2-, and 3-year lead time
forecast. (e) Selection criteria for training years.
Figure 13. Scatterplot for validation of SVM model using pooled values at the selected gages.
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signal in streamflow predictions as compared to PDO and
AMO. The SVM model results are compared with the
results obtained from ANN model and linear regression.
In general, results from both SVM and ANN models are in
agreement in showing stronger signal for NAO and ENSO
compared to PDO and AMO for all the gages. On the basis
of all three performance measures, for all four models, and
at all three gages, SVM model outperformed the ANN
model and linear regression model.
[49] The application of SVM as a forecasting tool has
been shown with its implementation in the Upper Colorado
River Basin. The SVM approach comprises two parts: one
part relating to the regularization of the solution; and the
other to the e-insensitive goodness of fit resulting in
remarkable generalization capabilities. The SVM models
belong to the class of data-driven approaches so it becomes
important to determine the dominant model inputs, which
helps in reducing the training time and increases the
generalization.
[50] The seasonal to annual-scale relationship between
ENSO and streamflow variability in the UCRB has been
reported extensively. NAO has been linked with decreases
in mean sea level pressures (SLP) over Artic oceans [Walsh
et al., 1996], trends in North Atlantic surface wave heights
[Kushnir et al., 1997], changes in storm activity, and the
shifts in the Atlantic storm track [Hurrell, 1995]. A linkage
between NAO and streamflow variability for UCRB has not
been conclusively established to date. McCabe et al. [2007]
left an open-ended question to the significance of AMO in
predicting streamflow variability in the UCRB, but identi-
fied NAO as influencing streamflow at annual scale. Al-
though Figure 12 shows that a relatively better prediction is
possible for a 2-year lead time using a different combination
of indices but performance of 3-year lead time is still
satisfactory. The present study finds that long-term stream-
flow predictions, i.e., 3 years for UCRB can be obtained
using NAO and ENSO oscillation modes.
[51] The results from the current research contribute to
increasing the lead time up to 3 years for the streamflow
forecasting in the UCRB, using NAO and ENSO ocean-
atmospheric indices. During model validation we learned
that the SVM model did not perform equally well for all
testing subperiods. This may be because during some
testing subperiods other oscillations modes, besides NAO
and ENSO, may have been dominant. The SVM model also
did not adequately capture low and high flows, which points
to the fact that the indices used may not fully represent the
physical processes linked with streamflow generation. In-
creasing the size of training data set may also improve the
predictions.
[52] Although, the model is unable to successfully cap-
ture the extreme events, the long lead time forecast, devel-
oped in this research, would be helpful to the water
managers in UCRB in managing water systems in response
to interdecadal climate variability. The research also shows
prospects for the use of statistical learning theory (SVM) to
Figure 14. ANN-predicted streamflow volumes at t + 3 for model I for (a) training phase and (b) testing
phase at the three selected gages. Dashed line is the 45 bisector, and solid line is true regression line
between the measured and predicted streamflow volumes.
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predict highly complex process (streamflow) that are diffi-
cult to understand and simulate using conceptual models.
[53] Acknowledgments. This material is based upon work supported
by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA-SARP)
under Award NA07OAR4310324.
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